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Abstract 
Let V be a nontrivial finite-dimensional real vector space, ordered by a cone K, and 
equipped with the standard norm topology. If K contains no affine line. then for each 
xl,. , E,, E R the following statements are equivalent: (i) Every bounded sequence 
(x,,):~, in V satisfying 
-TV,’ 3 -j&,,_,, n = 1,2,... 
,=I 
is convergent; (ii) The polynomial p(t) = r” - c(~ tp-’ - - x!,_ 1 t - alp has 1 as a zero 
and has no other complex zeroes of absolute value 1. If in/ > 0 for j = 1, .p, then 
(ii) can be replaced by (ii)* x7=, , s(’ = 1, and the natural numbers j <p satisfying 
r, Y 0 are relatively prime. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights 
reserved. 
&~~rordc: Ordered vector space; Cone; Bounded sequence: Convergence 
I. Introduction and preliminaries 
It is well known that if a bounded sequence of real symmetric matrices is in- 
creasing with respect to the partial order given by the cone of positive semidef- 
inite matrices, then it is convergent. The following problem related to this 
result is a starting point of our investigation considered in this paper. Find a 
necessary and sufficient condition for real numbers xl, , clp such that every 
bounded sequence (x~):=‘=, of real symmetric matrices satisfying an induction 
relation 
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P 
x n+p 3 c oljxn+p-j, 
n= 1,2,... 
j=l 
is convergent. We transplant the problem from the partially ordered vector 
space of real symmetric matrices to its natural generalization, a finite-dimen- 
sional vector space V ordered by a cone K. We observe in Theorem 1 that it 
is appropriate to assume that K contains no affine line, and gives a complete 
solution of the problem in Theorem 2. The principal part of the proof of the 
main result is based on methods of linear algebra. For the sake of convenience 
to the reader we recall some definitions and results from the theory of cones in 
a finite-dimensional vector space. 
A nonempty subset K of a real vector space V is called a cone if it is closed 
under addition and closed under multiplication by nonnegative scalars; K is 
pointed if K n (-K) = {0}, and generating if K - K = V. A cone K induces 
in V an order relation < defined by x < y whenever y - x E K. The space V to- 
gether with the induced order relation is called an ordered vector space. If K is 
pointed then V is a partially ordered vector space. A sequence (x,,),“,, in V is 
said to be increasing if x, < x,,+~ for all n E N. 
Let V be a finite-dimensional normed real vector space, ordered by a cone K. 
Then K is generating if and only if K has a nonempty interior. It follows that K 
has a nonempty relative interior. The closure z of K is a cone. If K is finitely 
generated then it is closed [ 11, and if its generators are linearly independent then 
it is pointed. 
It is well known that if K is pointed and closed, then every norm bounded 
increasing sequence in V converges [2]. This result is generalized in [3] on all 
cones K containing no affine line. The proof can be simplified observing that 
the closure of a cone containing no affine line is a pointed cone. In fact, it is 
shown in Theorem 1 of the present paper that the cone K does not contain 
an affine line if and only if every bounded increasing sequence in V converges. 
The proof is based on elementary duality theory for cones and gives some other 
useful characterizations of cones containing no affine line. 
The dual cone K* of K is given by 
K* = {q E V*: q(x) 3 0 for all x E K}, 
where V’ denotes the dual space of V. Clearly K* is closed in the standard to- 
pology of v*. It is easy to see that K* is pointed if and only if K is generating. A 
separation theorem [4], Theorem 11.4, implies that ti = K** [4], Corollary 
11.7.2, [5], Section 3.1.7, where we identify V** in a standard manner with V. 
We are prepared to give a simple proof of the following result. 
Theorem 1. Let V be a nontrivial$nite-dimensional real vector space ordered by a 
cone K. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) K contains no afine line; 
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(ii) i? is u pointed cone; 
(iii) K* is generating; 
(iv) Ever,v bounded increasing sequence in V converges. 
Proof. (i) ===+ (ii). If ?? is not pointed, there exists a nonzero x E ?? n (-K). 
Take a pointy that belongs to the relative interior of K. Then the line segments 
(x,_v] and (-x%v] are contained in K [4], Theorem 6.1. Since K is a cone it 
follows easily that K contains the affine line 2’ + RX. 
(ii) ==+ (iii). Note that K” is generating if and only if K’ has trivial annihi- 
lator 
(K’)” = {x E V: q(x) = 0 for all cp E K”} 
and use the fact that ?? = K”* together with an obvious equality 
K** n (-K**) = (K*)‘. 
(iii) ==+ (iv). Let (xn)rZ, be a bounded increasing sequence in V. Then for 
each cp E K” the real sequence (~(x,,)j,X, is bounded, increasing, and hence 
convergent. If K* is generating, then it follows that (x,,):, converges. 
(iv) + (i). Suppose that K contains an affine line y + RX, x # 0. Then the se- 
quence (.x,~):_, defined by x,! = (1 -- 1 /n)y + (- 1)“~ is increasing and bounded. 
but it is not convergent. 0 
Remark. An ordered vector space V is said to be ulmost urchimedeun if x,l; E V 
and mx 6 J: for all integers m imply .Y = 0 [5]. Observing that a vector space 
ordered by a cone K is almost archimedean if and only if K contains no affine line, 
the equivalence (i) M (ii) of Theorem 1 can be deduced from [5], Section 1.3.5. 
Similarly, the equivalence (ii) +=+ (iii) follows easily from [5], Section 3.1.7. 
2. The main result 
The principal result of the present paper is the following generalization of 
the theorem of the monotone convergence. 
Theorem 2. Let V be a nontriviul jinite-dimensional reul vector space, ordered hex 
N cone K containing no aflne line. Then for euch al. z,, E R the jollon~ing 
.stutements ure equivalent: 
(i) Every bounded sequence (x,,)‘:_, in V satisfjing 
-r,,+p 3 2 xIxn+p-j. n= 1,2,... (1) 
,=I 
is convergent; 
(ii) The polynomial P(t) = tr - alt - P ’ - . - ‘xi,_, t - ap has 1 US 0 few und 
has no other complex zeroes of’ absolute vulur 1. 
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If a, 3 0 for j = 1,. . :p, then (ii) can be replaced by 
(ii)* cJ”=, Xj = 1, and the natural numbers j < p satisfying ~~ > 0 are relatively 
prime. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we need some auxiliary results. 
Lemma 3. Let ~1, . , up be real numbers such that CT=)=, Zj # 1. Then there exists 
a real nonconstant periodic sequence (x,,)~?, satisfying (1). 
Proof. Suppose first that p > 1. Define the circulant matrix C = [cij] E KY’@ by 
-OLp+l-j ifi<j, 
Cij = 1 - c$ ifi=j, 
-4,-j ifi>j 
and denote by CT its transpose. Let {el, . , eP} be the standard basis of Rp, 
and let K be the cone in W’ generated by CTel, . . . , CTeP. If (Rp)* is identified 
with Rp then 
{v E Rp: Cv > 0) = K* 
(see for example [l], Section 2.8.3), hence a sequence (x~):!, with period p sat- 
isfies (1) if and only if (xi, . . . ,.x,,)~ E K*. Thus, we have to show that K* g Re, 
where e = CT=, ej. 
If C is invertible, the generators CTei , . . , CTeP of K are linear independent, 
therefore K is pointed. Since K is closed it follows from Theorem 1 that K” is 
generating, hence K’ g [We. If C is not invertible, take a nonzero w E ker C, 
and note that cJ”=, Ej # 1 implies w 6 Re. This completes the proof for 
p > 1. If p = 1, take ~2 = 0, and use the result for p = 2. 0 
Lemma 4. For each real sequence E = (ek)kX,, andfor each n E N define 
j= l,...,n. 
Zf 0 := (ok),& i s dejined by ok = cf=, ti, and if z := (zk)p=] is U constant se- 
quence with zk = t for ah k E N, then 
snj(0) = Sn+l,j+l(E) and S,,(Z) = 7 t 
0 
for all n, j E N such that j< n. 
Proof. Use the well known identity C:=, (“ii) = tLz’> to show that 
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and 
S,,,(T) =!g’ (;Y:)t= i’,)t 
Lemma 5. For euch pair of complex s-tllples a = (al. a,), h = (/?I.. h,). 
and,jiw ruch real sequence E = (Q):~,, define 
(!),,(U3h:t) := 2 1 Uj+kS,,,(t)h,. 0 I1 =s.s+ l.... ,-I J /-I 
[f’ F = (F~),“, sutisjies fh 1 0. tlzerz erery bounded seqLlence (~,,(a. h: f)),$‘, i.y 
convergent. 
Proof. We proceed by induction. Let s = 1, and suppose that for some given 
a. h E @ and some given sequence c satisfying c/; j, 0, the sequence 
((~,,(a. 11: t)):=, is bounded. Then 
u+hlim 
FI +“‘+E, = ,im 4a. 6; c) = 0. 
ii-v II ,I-1 n 
Since t,, I 0 implies (t, + + ~,)/n + 0, we conclude that a = 0. The case 
h = 0 is trivial, so suppose that b # 0. It follows that the sequence 
(Cl + ” + f,,):, is bounded, and therefore convergent together with 
(U,(U. h: f));lc,,. 
To prove the induction step take some s > 1, and assume that lemma holds 
for all complex (s - I)-tuples. Suppose that ((~,,(a. h: F)),:, is bounded for some 
given complex s-tuples a and 6. Observing that 
&i.,(f) -$,(f) =$.,-l(~), 1 <j<M. 
it follows easily that for Y = 1.. ,s -- I we have 
(c),,.,(u~ . . . . . a,,b, ,... ,b,;t) -(~),,(a,, . . . . n,,.b,.. . . . . 6,:~) 
=u,.+t,,+,b,.+w,,(u,.+ I...., u,,;b,.+ I...., b,:~). 
Thus, the operations 
(u,,(n,.,. . . :a,,b,,. . .;b,s;~)~~~,(n,., ,,... >a,,h,+ ,..... h.,:~). 
r= l,...,s-1, 
map bounded sequences into bounded sequences, and hence the sequence 
((~,,(a,, h,; e))F=, is bounded. The proof for .s = 1 shows that a, = 0 and that 
(b\(FI + ” + GJ,:, converges. 
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If b,y = 0, then ~,,(a, b; t) = o,,(al, . . . , u,_~, b,, . . , b,_,; t), so the induction 
hypothesis completes the proof. 
If b, # 0, then the sequence CJ = (ok)z, defined by crp = cl + . . + ck is con- 
vergent, and therefore satisfies gk ‘/’ 0% E [w. Put 
e’ = (t;)&) ~:,:=c&-iTk> k=1,2,... 
and note that EL J, 0. It follows from Lemma 4 that for j > 1 
- S-L-Ik’). 
The fact that a, = 0 and the equality (y) = (“7’) + (;I;) imply 
Using Eqs. (2) and (3) we get 
o,(u,b;c) = 2 (f)q + onb, + ~S,&~)bj+, 
/=I j=l 
s- 1 
= UI + o,,b, + c 
j=l 
(q +aj+l + o&+l) 
Therefore 
o,(u, b; E) = al + cmb, + co,_1 (a’, b’; E’), 
where a’ = (u’, , . . . , a:_,) is defined by 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Ui := Uj + U,+I f accbj+l) j= l,...,s- 1 
and 6’ = (-62,. . , -b,). It follows from (4) that the sequence 
(~,(a’, b’; c’>):s_, is bounded. By induction hypothesis it is convergent, so 
(4) implies that the sequence (~,,(a, b; E)):, is convergent as well. 0 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2 
Proof of Theorem 2. (i) ----r‘ (ii). Suppose that (i) is satisfied, take a nonzero 
element x0 E K, and identify Rx0 with R. Then Lemma 3 implies that 
x7=, zj = 1, and hence P(1) = 0. Suppose that P(1) = 0 for some A = e@, 
0 < cp < 271. Then the sequence (x,,)T=i defined by x, = cos(ncp)xo is bounded 
and satisfies (l), but it is not convergent. This contradicts (i), so (ii) follows. 
(ii) ==+ (i). We will show first that this implication holds for the space V = R 
ordered by K = [w+. Since for p = 1 the implication to be proved is just the 
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theorem of the monotone convergence, assume that p > 1. Take a bounded 
real sequence (x,,)::, satisfying (I), and suppose (ii). Then the sequence 
(x,)~, defined by ‘. 
is bounded. Since in addition 
there exists yX E R such that yn t yX. Put q = p - 1, 
P, = --&I, j= I,...,q 
‘-I 
and note that (5) implies 
xntq = .vn + 2 Bjxn+,-,~ n = l-2,... 
j-l 
The characteristic polynomial of the matrix 
-0 1 
B= ‘. . . 1 E E3q.y 
0 1 
_B, ... Bz 8, 
equals AB(t) = ty - a,tY-’ - - /j,_, t - p, (see for example [6]). An easy cal- 
culation shows that p(t) = (t - l)As(t), therefore B has no eigenvalue different 
from 1 on the unit circle of the complex plane. 
The sequence (u,,):, in [WY defined by 
%I = (411 &+I. . 1 x,+q- I )’ 
is bounded. Since it is convergent if and only if (x,,):~, is convergent, we have to 
show that (Us):=, is convergent. It follows from (6) that u,+, = Bu, +yn);,e,, for 
each n (where e4 is from the standard basis). This implies 
U ,!+, = B”ul + eyjBnM’eq> n = 1,2,.. 
j=l 
Let Jo be a Jordan matrix of B, and B = P-‘JBP, P E V.“. Then the sequence 
(u,,)F=, defined by v, = fi, is bounded in Cq and satisfies 
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&+I = J,“uI + zyjJipJPeyr n = 1.2, . 
j=l 
It suffices to prove that (u,,):, is convergent. 
Let J E @” be a Jordan block of JB, and PJ the projection onto the coordi- 
nate subspace @” of U? that corresponds to J. Then the sequence (w,,),“,, de- 
fined by w,, = PJv, is bounded and satisfies 
w,,+] = J”w, + -&“I, n= 1,2,.... 
j=1 
where f = P,Peq. Since JB is a direct sum of its Jordan blocks, we have to show 
that (We),“,, converges. To this end denote by I the identity matrix of size s, re- 
call that y, t yoc, and put en = y, - y,,, n = 1,2, . . 
We will consider three cases. 
Case (a): /;1( < 1. In this case I -J is invertible, and lim,,,J” = 0. Since in 
addition (7) yields 
Wn+l = Jnwl +vx(I - J)-‘(I - J”)f - 2 cjJnpjf) II= 1;2:..., (8) 
j=l 
it follows that (wn)lf3=, converges if and only if (Cy=, cjJ”-‘f)‘F=‘=, converges. We 
will show that lim,,, c/“=, eiJ”-’ = 0, and the proof of case (a) will be com- 
plete. 
There exists a matrix norm )I.11 on @” such that v = IIJJJ < 1 and ~~1~~ = 1 (see 
for example [6]). It follows that 
Let (m,,):, be a sequence of natural numbers such that m, ,< n for all n, and 
lim m, = lim(n - m,) = 00. 
n-30 n-x 
Then the fact that E, 4 0 implies 
(9) 
EjV"-' < E] Vnpmn C Vmnui + Em”+1 $-J 
j=l J=I J=iTh+l 
6 (1 - V)-l(E,Vnpm” + Em,+,) 
and hence by (9) lim,,, CJ=, ~jV”-J = 0. 
Case (b): 1111 > 1. In this case J is invertible, and lim,,,J-” = 0. Since in ad- 
dition I -J is invertible and (uz,):, is bounded, it follows from (8) that 
Using (8) again we obtain 
There exists a matrix norm 11 11 on G‘-‘ such that r = (I./ ~‘11 < 1 and Ii/I! : I. 
Since f,, j, 0. we get 
and consequently 
Cr~sr (c): i = 1. In this case N = J - I satisfies N‘ = 0. It is easy to see that 
for each 17 2 s we have 
and 
2 ‘,(I + N)“--’ = 2 S,,,(f)NI-’ 
/=I ,’ I 
where 6 is defined by E = (CA),“-, , and S,?, is from Lemma 4. It follows from ( 
that for each II > s 
71 
Take a standard basis vector E,, t E { 1,. . .s}. and put 
a, = e:(N’w, + ,v,N’-‘,f’), 
h, = -e;N’ ‘.f 
for j = 1.. ,s. Then use Lemma 5 to see that the sequence (~f~~,~),~ , 
converges for each t E { 1. ~ x}. It follows that (w,,),: , is convergent, so the 
proof is complete for V = R. 
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To prove the general case suppose (ii), and take a bounded sequence (x~),“,, 
in V satisfying (I). Since the implication (ii) ==+ (i) holds for real sequences, it 
follows that for each cp E K* the sequence (cp(x,)),“_, converges. By Theorem 1 
K* is generating, therefore (xn)z, is convergent, and (i) follows. 
Suppose now that aj 3 0 forj = 1,. . . ,p. To show the equivalence (ii) ++ 
(ii)* we can assume without loss of generality that tlP > 0, and since the condi- 
tion c,“=, Mj = 1 is equivalent to P(1) = 0, we will assume also that 
c/“=, OIj = 1. Let f be the set of all indices j E { 1,. . ,p} satisfying O[j > 0, 
and let d be the greatest common divisor of all numbers in &. 
Suppose first that d > 1. Then 3, = e(2n’d)i satisfies i! = 1 for all j E 2, and 
hence P(A) = 0. Because /1 # 1 and )A) = 1, this shows that (ii) implies (ii)*. 
To show the converse implication suppose (ii)*. Let p E C be a zero of poly- 
nomial P(t) such that 1~1 = 1. For each j E / put pi = a,p-j, and observe that 
1 CPjJ = IP'I = l = C c(j = C IPjl. 
.iG it/ JCf 
Since in addition pP = aP > 0, it follows that p, > 0 and therefore p-j = 1 
for all j E y. This implies ,P = C,EB OLjp -j = 1, hence ,uj = 1 for all j E 8. 
Because d = 1, there exist integers mj, j E f, such that cjt, mjj = 1. Thus 
and hence (ii) follows. 0 
Remark. The condition that K contains no affine line cannot be dropped in 
Theorem 2. Indeed, if K contains an affine line then by Theorem 1 there exists 
an increasing, bounded, nonconvergent sequence (xn)Tzl. This sequence 
satisfies Eq. (1) for arbitrary nonnegative numbers ~1,. . , a, such that 
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